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Mexican Speech Play: History and the

Psychological Discourses of Power

If one spends time amongMexicandescent working-class men of the 10wer

socioeconomic level either in Mexico or the United States, it is quite

llkely that, subject to the cultural constraints of time and social context,

one may eventually witness the display of expressive performances of

speech play. These displays may general1y be characterized as

metaphorical, often sexual1y and scatological1y charged, exchanges of

ritualized insult. They carry various names, for example, albur,

chingaderas, or puntadas.1 For 2111 its marked recurrence among Mexican

working-class men, such expressive discourse has received almost no

closely analytical ethnographic attention, and no one, as far as I know, has

critical1y discussed these speech forms in relation to the class position of

these men in the larger political economy. In another paper I offer an

ethnographic discussion in these terms based on my fieldwork in southern

Texas (Limón 1985).

To be sure, this sociollnguistic phenomenon has been noticed by two

kinds of commentator. Various popular collections have taken account of

such ritual insult, although usual1y not wah a great deal of analytical,

interpretive attention (Usandizaga y Mendoza 1972; Mondragón 1973;

Morones 1977; Jiménez 1982). To the extent that they offer analysis,

however, they often reveal the influence of a second kind of commentator,

whom, in a relatively simple way, I shall designate as the Mexican sQcial

inte l1ectua 1.

The purpose of this paper is not to investigate this kind of Mexican

speech play ethnographically in itself; that, as I say, I have attempted
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L1món 2

elsewhere. Rather, I want to examine certain critically Mexican

intellectual discourses ab.Qut such expressive discourses in an analytical

interpretive language that wi11 relate both types of discourse to the

pol1tical economy in recent Mexican history. I bring to bear ana1ytica1

language from Gramsci, mediated through RaymondWi11iams(1977), from

Bourdieu (1977), and from Foucault (1980), on the discourse of two key

Mexican social inte11ectuals, 5amue1 Ramos and Octavio Paz. It is first

necessary to estab1ish the political-economic context for the emergence

of these intellectual discourses.

MexicQ.:The Frozen Revolution

After the long night of the Porfirio Oiaz dictatorship, the Mexican

Revo1ution of 1910 offered the Mexican masses some glimmer of hope,

a1thoughMexico's fu11emergence into the c1ear light of social justice is

still at issue. Certain1y the immediate post-Revo1utionary period between

1920 and 1940 was full of brighter promise, although soon darkened with

socioeconomic relapses such as the hesitant character of land

redistribution under Calles (Bazant 1977:174-176) and the persistence of

right-wing cacique po1itics, corruption, and political assassination. This

relapse signa1ed the emergence of a new set of elites rep1acing those of

the Oíaz regime. These men--Calles among them--were veterans of the

Revolution, a Revo1utionary Counci1,who dominated Mexican politics and

began to lend it a conservative, se1f-serving function at some distance

from the goals of the Revolution (Hansen 1971:156-163).

However, their domination was initia11y incomp1ete. The sluggish

move toward full implementation of the Revo1ution took a decisive step

forward with the e1ection of Cárdenas to the presidency in 1934. Of
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Limón 4

democratic opening by selecting as his successor a representative of the

newly formed el1te ruling circle, which had led the Revolution only to

abandon its goals in favor of personal aggrandizement. In large part,

Cárdenas made this concession to forestall the threat posed by this

conservative sector and by what Han$en, after Huntington, has called the

Praetorian tendency in Mexicanpo1itics. Throughthis concession Cárdenas

hoped to keep the implementation of the Revolution in motion, but he paid

too large a price. The process of democratization diminished considerably

as these conservative elites expanded their personal power and po1itical

control through the PRI to the relative detriment of other social

sectors--a situation that largely continues today. Even the initial

Cárdenas effort to broaden the base of the PRI ultimately strengthened

this conservative, self-serving rule. Hansen summarizes the entire

process of redomination:

A significant portion of the coa1ition's charter members were

now in a position to profit greatly from the emerging approach to

growth. They owned much of the arable land and many

revolutionary po1iticians and generals soon appeared as part of

Mexico's new agricultural el1te. . . . The politicos who have

presided over Mexicosince 1940 have viewed pol1tics as a means

of personal mobility, and strive not to level the

postrevolutionary economic and social el1tes in Mexico but to

join them.

If, momentarily, the peasants and urban labor provided a counterweight,

eight years after Cárdenas left the presidency Alemán had

suffocated what was left of the independent leadership of the

labor movement and had imposed his own choice upon it.
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Thereafter the coa11tion held labor and peasant under tight and

effective control, and could implement a development strategy

that often overlooked the interests of these groups even though

they formed the mass base of the official party. (Hansen 1971:

168-169)

Mexican Speech Play: The Historical Emergence of Interpretation

The first clear interpretive statement on Mexican speech play appears

in this po11tical-economic context and as part of a larger Mexican

intellectual concern in the post- Revolutionary period with the question of

national identity or the meaning of 10 mexicano (Mexicanness). Having rid

themselves of a French positivist intellectual culture popular during the

Porfirjato, young post-Revolutionary intellectuals sought to fill the void

with a new deflnition. Some insisted on an indigenous-based cultural

nationaJism; others encouraged a synthesis of world and national culture.

This synthesis, however, could not occur untit Mexicans ful1y understood

themselves as historical beings and dealt with alleged deficiencies in

their national culture (Schmidt 1978:64-138).

The foremost expositor of this concern was Samuel Ramos, whose El

perfil del hombre y la cultura en México (Profile of Man and Culture in

Mexico) appeared in 1934, the year Cárdenas ascended to the presidency.

It is in this inf1uentlal book that we find a clear commentary on Mexican

speech play in relation to Ramos's search for the meaning of 10 mexicano.

For Ramos, the Mexican could best be understood as ahuman being

burdened by an inferiority complex--a concept taken from the

psychoanalytical work of Alfred Adler. Like the child who feels inferior

as a result of confrontatíon with the adu1t world, pre-Conquest indigenous
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Mexico

at first found itself in the same relationship to the civil1zed

world as that of the chlld to his parents. It entered Western

history at a time when a mature civllization already prevalled,

something which an infantile spirit can only half understand.

This disadvantageous circumstance induced the sense of

inferiority that was aggravated by ConQuest,racial commingl1ng,

and even the disproportionate magnitude of nature. (Ramos

1962:56)

For Ramos this sense of inferiority continued into the present day,

manifesting itself differently at different class levels. For example, the

middle-class individual masks his sense of inferiority with dissimulation

and exaggerated courtesy. He invents a positive fictious ego to conceal

inferiority. The working-class urban dweller presents a different face and

expressive style, "suspicious of all gestures, movements, and words. He

interprets everything as an offense." Because of this fear and suspicion,

the Mexican working-class individual "Quarrels constantly; he no longer

awaits attack but steps forward in order to offend" Obid.:66).2 How the

city dweller Quarrels, attacks, and offends is not speciffed, but it would

perhaps not be too different from the third social group that Ramos

analyzes--the Mexicanpelado, or lumpenproletariat, who

belongs to a most vile category of social fauna; he is a form of

human rubbish from the great city. He is less than a proletarian

in the economic hierarchy, and a primitive man in the

intellectual one. Life from every Quarter has been hostile to him

and his reaction has been black resentment. He is an explosive

being with whom relationship is dangerous, for the sl1ghtest
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friction causes him to blow up. (lbid.:59)

Andhere we come finally to our central concern, for the pe1ado's

explosions are verbal and reiterate his theme of self-affirmation

in crude and suggestive language. He has created a dialectic of

his own, a diction which abounds in ordinary words, but he gives

these words a new meaning. He is an animal whose ferocious

pantomimes are designed to terrify others, making them beJieve

that he is stronger than they and more determined. Such

reactions are illusory retaJiations against his real position in

Jife which is a nullity. (lbidJ

The pelado's language is "crude" in a particular symbo11cway. His

"terminology abounds in sexual al1usions which reveal his phalJic

obsession; the sexual organ becomes symboJic of mascuJine force," The

reproductive organs are a symbolic source of "not only one kind of potency,

the sexual, but every kind of human power" as the pelado "trles to f111his

void with the only suggestive force accessible to him: that of the male

animal," and "so it is that this perceptlon becomes abnormal; he imagines

that the next man he encounters w111be his enemy; he mistrusts all who

approach him" (ibid.:59-6J).

Interpretation and Ideological Formation

Most scholarly commentators would agree that Ramos's book has been

and continues to be highly influential. As Schmidt notes, it is "a work that

has been of transcendent importance in the history of ideas and is read by

all who enter Mexicanstudies" (1978:157). Perhaps of greater significance

is the role traditionally held by Latin American intellectuals whose

wr1t1ngs become wel1 known to a l1terate, nonacademlc publ1c, hence my
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term, "social inte11ectua1." Certainly this was the case with Ramos as

we11 as wfth Octavfo Paz, whom we wi11 consider later in this paper.

Indeed, we might say that in Ramos's own times, he would have been read

by his "middle class Mexican,"who possessed "more intellectual gifts and

resources than does the proletarian" (Ramos 1962:69).

I am not concerned here with the numerous methodological and

conceptual problems in Ramos's commentary. These have been clearly

noted by others such as Schmfdt who also notes, however, that the book

achieved an influence not encumbered by its obvious faults (1978:157-161).

To what then can one attribute its clear social importance? For Schmidt

the book (with a11of its faults) attracted "scholarly interest because its

philosophy of selfhood, 1inked to national identity, underscored a major

preoccupation of the country's thinkers." This analysis may explain the

scholarly impact of the book, but Schmidt raises another important social

cons iderat ion:

While the Revolution contributed to the dismantling of

positfvfsm, it also generated a conflict between social values

and a humanism that masked the resurgence of the ego

threatened by the leveling tendencies of the masses. This

partially explafns why Ortega, the elitist phl1osopher par

excellence, was a guiding spirit at this time. Thus in a sense

Ramos and his group were creating a new aristocracy of thought.

(lbid.:161)

A further comparison beyond that to Ortega and Spain is needed,

especially if we consider Spain's incipient crisis in 1934. Let us recall

that Ramos's discourse appeared in 1934 as the Cárdenas regime was

attempting to conso1idate power on behalf of the masses, but always under
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the threat of the conservative Revo1ut10nary Coa11t1on--the new

ar1stocracy of po11tics and wealth. If the latter replaced Porf1r1oOiaz's

ruJing circles, a paraJ1el relationship would occur simultaneously between

the new Mex1canpensadores and Oiaz's c1entificos--the pOSn1v1stcircle.

For the new poJitical as weJ1 as for the new intel1ectual e11tes, the

immediately necessary social/inteJ1ectual fon (and threat) was,

1ronica11y,the masses, especia11y at the precise h1storica1 moment when

Cárdenas threatened to unJeash that "abnormaJ,""susp1cious," "aggressive,"

"crude" sociaJ sector. From a conservative perspective, a new soc1a1order

needed to be imposed; it soon appeared, bring1ng an end to the Cárdenas

period and the democrat1c moment. Through his d1scourse, Samuel Ramos

may have assisted in this conservative restoration.

For pensadores Jike Ramos, the rebe11iousness of the Mexican masses

is metaphorized in their "crude and suggestive" Janguage. It and they are

to be understood and expJained through a poJit1ca1Jy and intel1ectua1Jy

homoJogous categor1zation. Whereas Ramos concedes that a1J Mexicans

suffer from an inferiority compJex, it is Quite clear that he considers the

Mexican lower classes Jeast abJe to handle the1r "problem" in a socia1Jy

"appropriate" manner. Their verbal "explosions" and "crude" concern with

sexua11tyspeak to a raw, unsubJimated, and irrational demand for power,

which impJicitJy ca1Js for some form of sociaJ control. This the

RevoJut10naryCouncn and the PRI were only too wiJ1ing to do. And, as if

to provide a discourse model for a society with the masses and their

speech play under proper control, Ramos and his inte1Jectual cohort

offered their own too seJf-conscious SOph1sticated discourse whose "very

sophistication accentuated the universal ideaJ, even fashionable in 11beral

Hispanic culture, whi1e emphasizing the national context intensifled by
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the Revolution" (Schmidt 1978:161).Although Schmidt attributes the book's

"detachment and irony of ultra-civilized introspection" to the "new era of

western pessimism" (ibid.:161),we might also add that, as discourse, it

provided a perfect linguistic/ideological alternative to the "crude,"

"explosive" language of the masses in the streets.

I have already mentioned the widespread influence of Ramos's book in

Mexican intellectual and middle-class social life. It has certainly been

influential; indeed, it has provided a central paradigm for other, lesser-

known academic and popular commentaries on the Mexican national

character. At least some of these have greatly refined, modified, and

contextualized the basic psychoanalytical paradigm, although the

fundamental interpretation remains the same. We do need, however, to

examine another key text in this discourse genre by the best-known

Mexican intellectual of our times.

If Ramos's study appeared at the onset of the new conservative rule in

Mexico, another highly influential book appeared in that hegemony's

mid-course toward the present moment. I 21mreferring to Octavio Paz and

his Ellaberinto de la soledad (The Labyrinth of Solitude: Ufe and Thought

in Mexico), which appeared in abbreviated form in 1950, in a revised and

expanded version in 1959, and in its English translation in 1961. Again, as

its subtitle indicates, we find a continuing concern for the question of .lQ

mexicano and the acknowledgment that Ramos's Perfil is "our first serious

attempt at self-knowledge." Although it "suffers from a variety of

limitations," Paz nevertheless takes Ramos's Perfil as "our only point of

departure." He believes that "the majority of its observations are still

valid" and, most significant--that "the central idea--that the Mexican

hides himself when he express es himself, that his words and gestures are
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almost always masks--is as true as ever" (Paz 1961:160).

Paz also turns to the language of the Mexican (clearly the 10wer-class

Mex1can) for the symbol1c key to understand1ng. H1S analyt1cal conclu-

si ons sound f am i 1iar enough:

It is slgniflcant that mascul1ne homosexual1ty is regarded wah

a certain indulgence insofar as the act1ve agent lS concerned.

The passive agent lS an abject, degraded be1ng. Th1S amb1guous

concept10n lS made very clear 1nthe word games or battles--ful1

of obscene al1us10ns and double mean1ngs--that are so popular 1n

Mexico Cayo Each of the speakers tr1es to humiliate his

adversary with verbal traps and 1ngenious l1nguist1c

comb1nat10ns, and the 10ser lS the person who cannot th1nk of a

comeback, who has to swal10w h1S opponent's j1bes. These j1bes

are ful1 of aggress1ve sexual al1us10ns; the 10ser lS possessed, is

v101ated, by the w1nner, and the spectators laugh and sneer at

him. (lbid.:30-40)

Later 1n the book, in his famous essay "The Sons of La Mal1nche,"Paz

returns to the theme of Mex1canmasculinity and speech play. The Mexican

macho "is a humorist," but we qU1ck1yenter a world of v101ence as we

learn that th1s macho "commits chingaderas,3 that is, unforeseen acts that

produce confus10n, horror, and destruct10n. He opens the world; 1ndoing

so, he rips and tears it, and this violence provokes a great sin1ster laugh.

The humor of the macho is an act of revenge" (lbid.:81). Reca111ngAdler

through Ramos, Paz br1ef1y cons1ders the theory of Ch11dhoodresentment

as the basis of this behavior. "Whatever may be the or1gin of these

attitudes, the fact is that the essent1a1 attr1bute of the

macho--power--almost always reveals itself as a capacity for wounding,
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huml1itating, annihl1ating" (ibid.:82).

The hegemony of the PRI and the conservative ruling elites was sti11

intact as Paz's book appeared.

Whl1e PRI pol1ticians continued to mouth pleasant-sounding

revolutionary euphemisms, the l1ttle man had been shunted aside.

The labor movement was not crushed, but it was

intimidated. When in Aprl1 1950 Secretary of the Treasury

Ramón Beteta exhorted the industrial1sts of Monterrey to keep

their costs down so that Mexican industry could become

competitive, he was, in effect, inviting them to keep wages

depressed. When petroleum workers struck, army troops were

dispatched to patrol the fields and fifty union leaders were

dismissed from their posts. (Meyerand Sherman 1979:644-645)

The election of Ruiz Cortines to succeed Aléman did not improve

matters mucho As Ruiz Cortines prepared to leave the presidency in 1958,

he conceded that "The Mexican masses had not benefited from the

revolutionary process. Manyof the revolutionary promises were yet to be

fulfilled. Illness, ignorance, and poverty had not been overcome. The

desired balance between economic development and social justice had

tipped in favor of the former" (1bid.:649).

Throughout this decade of inequal1ty and the continuing presence of

the impoverished masses, the influential public voice of Octavio Paz, no

doubt inadvertently, evoked the continuing spectre of a violent

underclass--a mass man whose langu8ge tells us that he "rips and tears";

who "commits chingaderas unforeseen acts that produce confusion, horror,

and destruction"; who, as his speech play reveals, has a large capacity for

"wounding,huml1iating, annihl1ating"; whose "humor"is "an act of revenge."
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As with Ramos before him, we can be reasonably sure that the Mexican

bourgeosie read Paz and understood.

Analysis

11 we accept the proposition that there may be at least 5QIIlf

pathological, dysfunctional elements in a culture, we need to recognize

that these and other aspects of culture are generated and maintained in a

complex and dialectical relationship to historical factors. Even 5amuel

Ramos acknowledges that, along with the physical environment the

massive and cruel 5panish exploitation of the lower classes in colonial

New 5pain contributed much to the formation of this cultural personality

as he sees it. Unfortunately, Ramos does not pursue this theme in

subsequent Mexican history. He particularly ignores the raw and intense

subjugation of the Mexican masses during the regime of Porfirio Díaz in

the nineteenth century (Ramos 1962). We hear nothing from him about

contemporary exploitation in Mexico during its "frozen" Revolution or

about the debiIitating effects of economic and cultural imperialism.

Instead of analysis, self-serving metaphors like pelado and "human

rubbish" mask the historical production of a massive, exploited Mexican

proletariat and a chronical1y unemployed underclass. If these populations

have elements of aggression, inferiority, fatalism, and so on, in their

cultural makeup, one should not be too terribly surprised, considering their

appal1ing social condition, so wel1 documented and analyzed by Luis A.

5errón (1980).

wahout an adequate discussion of such historical and societal

factors, specifjcal1y the question of social inequality, the reader,

especially the novice reader, i5 left with the implicit conclusion that
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culture is an autonomous and reifjed agency that itself produces

inferiority and aggression leading to social misery. A neglect of society

makes culture, rather than social structures, the determining factor in the

historical distribution of social resources.

In his critique of Samuel Ramos, Weinstein isolates this critical

problem. Ramos's "mistake was to confuse a cu1tura1 category--the

Mexican nation--with a social-structura1 category--imperia11sm.

Wherever there are judgements of inferiority and superiority, especial1y

where these judgements are institutiona1ized, the ground has been

prepared for the growth of inferiority comp1exes" (Weinstein 1976:55).

Yet even assuming the variable presence of such negative values in

the socia11ydominated cultura1 persona1ity, does it fo11owthat expressive

cU1ture, speech play, shou1d direct1y reproduce these va1ues? I submit

that, unwitting1y perhaps, Ramos and Paz participate in too eas11ydefining

this humanity through its speech playas part of a discourse of

domination as "rubbish." Ramos and Paz did not need to take expl1cit sides

in Mexican pol1tical 11fe; their commentary imp11citly p1aces them in an

antagonistic relationship to the Mexican masses at crucial moments in

post-Revolutionary Mexican history. In those moments and together with

other kinds of discourses such as f11m (Saragoza in press), these two

thinkers and their statements on 1ower-c1ass speech p1ay constituted an

articulate ideologica1 reinforcement of class and cultura1 hegemony in

Mexico.

With Wi11iams (1977:108-114), I make a distinction between an

ideo1ogica1signification consisting of the relatively clear articulations of

a class/cu1tural position such as these discourses and a hegemony or

everyday lived experience in which dominance and subordination are
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natural ized. Such a natural ized sense of the inherent rightness of their

superiority in the social order or, as Bourdieu wou1d say, such an

orthodoxy, is part of the 1ived experience of those midd1e- and upper-c1ass

e1ements who still dominate Mexico. Both Williams and Bourdieu,

however, also seek to locate the critical cultural counterweights to

hegemony and orthodoxy, since these counterweights by definition a1ways

reproduce the dominated social order. They find these in heterodoxies

(Bourdieu 1977:169), or in the c10sely re1ated concept, the

counterhegemonic, those residual and emergent practices that in

particular historica1 contexts can come into service to set 1imits to the

hegemonic, to cha11enge the natura1ness of orthodoxy (Williams

1977:121-127).

However, it is usefu1 to make exp1icit what is imp1icit or perhaps

unc1ear in Bourdieu and Wi11iams,that is, the re1ationship of ideo1ogyto

hegemony and orthodoxy and the ro1e of elite social actors in this

relationship. I note three such instances. First, the hegemonic is not

self-perpetuating but must be continuous1y and conscious1y rep1enished by

c1ear infusions of articu1ate ideo1ogy,the latter conceived as "a relative1y

formal and articulated system of meanings, values, and beliefs" (ibid.:I09).

In our particular cultural case, I take the Ramos-Paz discourses to be just

this sort of rep1enishment of the Mexican upper- and midd1e-c1ass sense

of the "correct" and "natural" character of their social position. This

sense is rep1enished and renewed from a variety of other sources, some

ideo1ogical, some themselves examples of the hegemonic in expressive

action such as film and te1evision images. Second (and here I offer more

of my own contribution), is it not the case that ideo1ogy works most

effectively when it directly and sharply evaluates the leading agents or
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cultural practices of the opposing forces in the social order? Thus, by

ideological pronouncement, contras become "founding fathers" and, in our

own opposite case, working-class men and their speech play are

categorized and delegitimized in the trope that Hayden White calls the

"WildMan," the barbaric, animalistic figurationprojected historically on

"the oppressed, exploited, alienated, or repressed part of humanity"

(1978:180). Finally, can we not reasonably say that specifically ideological

replenishment of the l1ved experience of orthodoxy and hegemony occurs

principally through two kinds of institutional discourses, those of leading

formal political figures and those of intel1ectuals?

The first is perhaps quite obvious, but the second, the role of

intellectual discourse in the reproduction of dominance, has been made

most analytically evident to us through the writings of Michel Foucault.

This theme appears throughout most of his work (1965, 1970, 1975, 1977),

but it has received its clearest articulation in the collection

Power/Knowledge (1980), particularly in the essays, "Two Lectures" and

"Truth and Power." Foucault believes that the human sciences, through

their objectification of the subject and their dismissal of the

nonobjectifiable, have largely participated in the domination of the human

subject in a totalízing manner. Although this totalizing domination

through power, including discursive power, makes possible the emergence

of capitalism (ibid. 1975:221), Foucault is by no means a Marxist on this

question nor perhaps on any other. Hesees polítical power and the role of

intellectuals and discourse in the spread of power in more global terms

and would indeed include and indict much Marxist discourse itself in those

terms. (A question then is just how Foucault becomes specifically

relevant to discussions of language, history, and political economy when
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he does not share, I th1nk, the now-conventional sense of these concepts

for Marxists. Further, as I have noted, Foucault poses a chal1enge to the

Marxist intel1ectual to free himself or herself from partic1pation in

objectificat10n and dominance in the product1on of d1scourse.) As Paul

Rabinow has noted, "Foucault is resolutely and consistently ant1-Hegel1an

and anti-Marx1st in this area" 0984:13).

However, hav1ngnoted these reservations, let us appropriate Foucault

where we can. Whatever the universality of his critique of intel1ectual

discourse and its objectifying role, with him it is possible to th1nk more

concretely about specific intel1ectual practices that clearly and

effectively contribute to specific instances of domination and do so as

d1scourse. Th1Sis what I have suggested for Samuel Ramos and Octavio

Paz in post-Revolutionary Mexico. But there are two further partial

appropriations from Foucault to be made on th1S quest10n of d1scourse and

dominat10n. That which 1Sdom1nated through 1ntel1ectual d1scourse 1Sthe

human subject, but real1y 1t is humans in their cultural capacities who

threaten power. Foucault cal1s such cultural capac1t1es or pract1ces

among the dominated "knowledges," but unl1ke the discursive knowledges

of power, these others "have been disqualified as inadequate to their task

or insuff1c1ently elaborated: [they are] na1ve knowledges, located low

down on the hierarchy, beneath the required level of cogn1t10n or

scient1f1city." Such knowledge is "a popular knowledge Oe savoir des

gens) though 1t is far from be1nga general commonsense knowledge, but is

on the contrary a particular, local, reg10nal knowledge, a d1fferentlal

knowledge incapable of unanimity and which owes its force only to the

harshness with which it is opposed by everythlng surrounding 1t" (ibld.

1977:82).5uch knowledge,in addition to being disQuaJífíed as knowJedge
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at the outset, is 21150"subjugated," to use Foucault's term, by dominant

intel1ectual dlscourses that bury and disguise it in "a functiona1tst

coherence or formal systemisation" (ibid.:82).

I submit, and elsewhere I have tried to show, that Mexican speech

play is such a knowledge (Limón 1985), but, as I have indicated in this

paper, Ramos and Paz, my predecessors in the analysis of such speech,

subjugated this know1edge through their systematizing theory, a theory

drawn from the broad domain of psychoana1ysis.

That psychoana1ysis should be the source of a dominating discourse is

ironic in ltght of Foucault's desire to exempt this science, along wtth

ethnology, from his general negative critique of intellectua1 discourses.

"Ethno10gy,"he tells us, "like psychoana1ysis, questions not man himse1f,

as he appears in the human sciences, but the region that makes possible

know1edgeabout man in general; ltke psychoanalysis, it spans the who1e

field of that know1edge in a movement that tends to reach its boundaries"

(Foucault 1973:378). Psychoanalysis, particu1ar1y, "makes use of the

particular relation of the transference in order to revea1, on the outer

confines of representation, Desire, Law, and Death, which out1tne, at the

extremtty of ana1ytic language and practice, the concrete ngures of

finitude" (ibid.:378).

If, in Foucau1t's estimation, psychoana1ysis is a critica1 counter-

science, then how did it end as a dominating discourse in the hands of

Ramos and Paz? The answer, of course, 1ies in the version of

psychoana1ysis (if it shou1deven bear that name) that Ramos and Paz took

from A1fred Ad1er, who by the 1930s had not on1y broken with Freud's

critical sense of psychoana1ysis but had formulated his own ego

psychology. As Jacoby has shown us, this liberal version of psycho10gy
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shifts the focus away from "the Freudian notion of an essential

antagonism between the individual and a repressive society" (1975:23) to

an adjustment model based on superficial common sense observation. In

this mOdel, the neurotic individual is seen as "maladjusted" to the given

social consensus of values and norms. The objective of ego psychology is

to restore the maladjusted subject to a smooth relocation in the accepted

system of values and norms, rather than to lead the subject to critical

knowledge about his or her relationship to the social order. A11those who,

in any way, stand outside the social order are inherently tainted and

socially problematic. Thus, a critical Freudian discourse is transformed

and, as psychological discourse, placed in the hands of those who assist

the process of domination at a critical historical moment. Nonetheless, as

Foucault has suggested, classical psychoanalysis together with ethnology

remain as potential sources for the construction of a critical

counterdiscourse of the subject in all of his or her cultural practices

including speech play. Drawing on these sources and a critical Marxism, it

is possible to generate such a counterdiscourse through what Foucault

calls the "genealogy of popular knowledge."

Popular knowledge, as conceived by Foucault, bears a close

resemblance to the counterhegemonic of residual and emergent cultures

and to heterodoxies. However, un1ike Wi11iamsand Bourdieu, Foucault has

lent far greater emphasis to the discursive structures of domination, to

the relative neglect of those dominated, except for the occasional

comment such as those in Power/Knowledge. This emphasis has led

Ginzburg to note that "what interests Foucau1t primari1y are the act and

the criteria of the excJusion, the excJuded a httle less so" (1982:xviii).

Yet, it is truly only "a Httle less so," because Foucault¡ as I have noted¡
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clearly calls our attention to the popular culture of the excluded and, 1n

fact, proposes its critical recovery presumably in a ref1exive, 11berated,

11berating discourse. This kind of po11tically effect1ve d1scourse he cal1s

an "archaelogy" and a "genealogy":

A genealogy should be seen as a k1nd'of attempt to emanc1pate

h1stor1ca1knowledges from that subject1on, to render them, that

15,capable of oppos1t1onand of struggle aga1nst the coerc1on of a

theoret1cal, un1tary, formal and sc1ent1f1cd1scourse. It 15based

on a react1vat1on of local knowledges 1n oppositlon to the

sclentlflc hlerarchlsat10n of knowledges and the effects

lntr1nslc to thelr power. (Foucault 1977:85)

"If" he contlnues, "we were to character1ze lt ln two terms, then

'archaeology' would be the appropriate methodology of thls ana1ys1s of

local d1scurs1v1tles, and 'genealogy' would be the tactlcs whereby, on the

basls of the descrlptlons of these local d1scurs1vlties, the subjected

knowledges which were thus released would be brought 1ntoplay" (1bld.).

In a genealoglcal paper cal1ed "Carne, Carnales, and the Carnlvalesque:

Hlstory, South Texas, and the Counter-D1scourses of Power" (1985), I have

trled to show how Mexlcan-Amerlcan work1ng-class men speak crltlcal1y

to h1storlca1 oppresslon through the1r express1ve man1pulat1on of

sexual-scatological language, the1r genltalla, and the1r consumpt1on of

meat to produce a vers10n of a Bakhtln1an crit1ca1 carnlvalesque. Thus, I

hope to formulate an alternatlve readlng of thls prev10usly repressed

cultural practlce.
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Conclusion

In a recent study, Francisco Vásquez states a surface truth when he

remarks that the twentieth-century Mexican intellectual preoccupation

with the question of national identity, or lo mexicano,

has served as an opium in the sense that it has appropriated the

intellectual labor of Mexicanthinkers, thus averting their impact

on the material conditions of the country. This appropriation has

been determined by subjective positions typified byan avoidance

of critical thought, rejection of foreign ideas, low status in

international academic circles, a symbiotic relationship with the

government, lack of institutional support and isolation from

current philosophical practices. (Vásquez 1981:39)

Vásquez misses a deeper truth, namely, that the intel1ectual

discourses concerning lo mexicano, far from averting an "impact on the

material conditions of the country," actually produced a perhaps

unintentional ideological ratification of those conditions even as this

discourse itself dominated another, the speech play of the Mexican

working class.4
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NOTES

1. These expressive routines of ritual insult have their counterparts

in Afro-American speech play, e.g., the "dozens," and "shuckin' and jivin....

Indeed, in a comparative version of this paper I offer a paral1el thesis for

the historical psychological interpretation of U.5. Afro-American speech

play and the emergence of an urban black working class in the period

1930-1964.

2. Ramos offers a very unclear definition of this sector. 5ince, by

exclusion, it does not include upper- and middle-classes, we can only

believe that Ramos is referring to the laboring classes, and it is clear that

he has males chieny in mind.

3. Paz is not clear in his definition of "chingaderas" In everyday

expressive usage, it refers to emergent acts of speech play, or, as he says,

"humor.
..

4. The interpretation of speech play is not confined to Mexico.

cannot decide if Eric Wolf's analysis of such speech play faintly echoes

Ramos and P3ZDI is already a good step toward my own Bakhtinian sense

of its carnivalesque critical character. Wolf says:

To transcend reality, to suggest possibi1ities and plans that in

real life remain unrealized and unrealizable, the mestizo often

submerges himself in verbal fantasy that decorates truth with

falsehood, falsehood with truth. Quick to change ends and means,

he is also quick to change the tokens of communication.

Moreover, he is often unwil1ing to commit himself to an

unpredictable future; to this end he can use language as a

strategy in which explicit meanings disguise implicit messages,

and a man can speak with two contradictory tongues. Owning
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nothlng, he can lose nothing; standing neither to gain nor to lose,

he l1ves without responsibil1ties or commitments. (Wo1f

1959:241)
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